Technology, Stockholm University and RISE Research Institutes of Sweden. They generate knowledge, innovations and future leaders of high industrial relevance and impact.

If you can't be there in person, you can watch most of our talks again. Not to worry. In our curtain talks, Fly-high Fika or Dive-deep in the futures cafeteria. The registration deadline is 13 October.

Digital Futures will host the STHLM Talents 2023 on 20 October! More than 450 people have signed up – including sectoral (AstraZeneca, Ericsson, Saab, Scania, Skanska, Xylem) and societal (City of Stockholm, Municipality of Stockholm, National Board of Health and Welfare) representatives of ISPP members.

You have until 20 December 2023 to apply to the Open Call: Scholar-in-Residence programme. Applications are possible every three years and the duration of the stay in Sweden is one to two years.

Is your research in the digitalisation area? Would you like to find out about career paths in industry? Digital Futures is a hybrid event – ONSITE participation at Aula Medica and remote participation.

Scholar-in-residence opportunities – One Earth – Global patterns in water flux and how can we use it.

ChatGPT: How does it work?

A new study, by Digital Futures faculty Sadeghi of New South Wales University, shows how the balance of asymmetrical flux to vegetation over run-off drives agriculture.

Join the European control community in the Control Conference 2024. Applications are open for the European Journal of Control issue, hosted by KTH and Digital Futures.

Announcing call: Up to eight postdoc fellows in the Digital Futures Faculty Workshop 22 Nov, 2023. Applications are possible every three years and the duration of the stay can be one to two years.

ChatGPT: How does it work?

The Lens of Information Theory – Keynote lecture.

In the one Earth study, Sadeghi shows how the balance of asymmetrical flux to vegetation over run-off drives agriculture.

Meditation teacher. Discussion is led by Robert Johansson, Associate Professor. Next deadline: 15 December 2023.